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Understanding individual Understanding individual 
human mobility patterns human mobility patterns 
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MotivationMotivation

ApplicationsApplications::
Public TransportationPublic Transportation
Epidemics OutbreaksEpidemics Outbreaks
Safer public spacesSafer public spaces

People Random Walk Lévy Flight
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D. Brockmann et. al. Nature,  
439, 04292 (2006)

Human TravelHuman Travel

β=0.59±0.02

μ=0.60±0.03

μ>2

μ<2 superdiffusive

subdiffusive
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What do we do?What do we do?
http://www.cellreception.com/towers/towers.php

U.S. - 1.24 x 105 Towers

           Land 9.2 106 Km2

           People 300 x 106 
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What do we do?What do we do?

 16 X106

Number of Locations:

Number of Users: 

 1 X105
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Observations agree with a Observations agree with a 
power law picture for the power law picture for the 
step length distributionstep length distribution

Basic human mobility patternsBasic human mobility patterns

β=1.65±0.15 κ=400 [km]

Method
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β=1.75±0.15

κ=400 [km]

βr=1.65±0.15

κr=350 [km]

Understanding human trajectoriesUnderstanding human trajectories

Radius of Gyration:Radius of Gyration: System of Reference:System of Reference:
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Characterizing human trajectoriesCharacterizing human trajectories

Radius of Gyration:Radius of Gyration:

System of Reference:System of Reference:
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Characterizing human trajectoriesCharacterizing human trajectories
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Characterizing human trajectoriesCharacterizing human trajectories
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The shape of human trajectoriesThe shape of human trajectories
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Obtaining an intrinsic reference frameObtaining an intrinsic reference frame
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The shape of human trajectoriesThe shape of human trajectories
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SummarySummary

A basic but realistic agent based model ofA basic but realistic agent based model of

human travel should give us:human travel should give us:

P(rP(rgg) distribution.) distribution.

ΦΦ function rescaled with the r function rescaled with the rgg dependent anisotropy dependent anisotropy

Truncated LTruncated Lévy walk bounded by révy walk bounded by rgg
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Characterizing dynamics of Characterizing dynamics of 
transportationtransportation

Source:Aaron Koblin, The PetaAge

Oak Ridge Natl Lab.Oak Ridge Natl Lab.
 

UCL: Spatial Network Analysis SoftwarwUCL: Spatial Network Analysis Softwarw
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Observations at fixed timeObservations at fixed time
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Road and HighwaysRoad and Highways
Air TransportationAir Transportation
 

Western Europe

USA

Characterizing dynamics of Characterizing dynamics of 
transportationtransportation

Image: Dirk Brockman, PNAS
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Sat, Dec1st Tues, Dec 4th

Log(Ncallers/Ncensus)

4x106users

Characterizing dynamics of Characterizing dynamics of 
transportationtransportation
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Spreading of mobile phone viruses.
Characterizing the spatial aspects the social network.
Minimalistic model to understand the observed results.

OverviewOverview

Palla et. al.
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System of mobile agents to System of mobile agents to 
model social networksmodel social networks

Labeling of Cluster sizes isolated RGB scale for 
cluster size

M.C. González et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 088702 (2006) 

  TTll=30.75=30.75  TTll=18.75=18.75
TTll=73.35=73.35

Rules for generating the network
Each time one agent  collides with other a bond between the two Each time one agent  collides with other a bond between the two 
is created.is created.

Each agent has an “age” distributed uniformly between 0 and a time of Each agent has an “age” distributed uniformly between 0 and a time of 
life (Tlife (Tl l ). The “age” of  each agent is incremented each time step until It ). The “age” of  each agent is incremented each time step until It 

reaches Treaches Tl  l  when it dies (it is cut from the network). When one agent dies when it dies (it is cut from the network). When one agent dies 

other enters into the system with random age.other enters into the system with random age.
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Community structure and ethnic preferencesCommunity structure and ethnic preferences
  in schoolsin schools 
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Community structure and ethnic preferencesCommunity structure and ethnic preferences
  in schoolsin schools 
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Community structure and ethnic preferencesCommunity structure and ethnic preferences
  in schoolsin schools 
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Continuous Time random walkContinuous Time random walk

Ordinary diffusionOrdinary diffusion LLéévy flightsvy flights
Fractional Brownian Fractional Brownian 

motionmotion
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Observations at fixed timeObservations at fixed time

J. Candia et al.
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β=0.59±0.02

μ=0.60±0.03

μ>2

μ<2 superdiffusive

subdiffusive

Brockmann et. al.Brockmann et. al.
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Data CharacterizationData Characterization
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A-L. BarabásiP. Wang 

C. Hidalgo

CollaboratorsCollaborators
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